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When your 5.56mm duty weapon is set to constantly fire 700-950 rounds 
per minute and you need it to operate with maximum reliability and minimal 
sound and flash, the SureFire SOCOM556-MG suppressor is the answer.
 
A more durable version of our US Special Operations Command (SOCOM) 
suppressor trial-winning SOCOM556-RC suppressor, the SOCOM556-MG 
is the same, only different. Its highly advanced baffle design delivers 
superior gas-flow dynamics that significantly reduce back pressure, cyclic 
rate and gas blowback on the shooter while effectively attenuating sound 
and significantly decreasing flash and dust signature to reduce detection. 
But the SOCOM556-MG is also precisely engineered for the task at hand, 
sturdily constructed of Inconel alloy and stainless steel with thicker, more 
robust baffles for extreme durability even in the most demanding combat 
conditions. 
 
SureFire’s patented Fast-Attach® mounting system ensures a consistently 
solid and precise fit; the SOCOM556-MG can be attached or removed in 
seconds without the use of tools. And like all SureFire suppressors, the 
SOCOM556-MG is test-fired to ensure minimal and consistent point of 
impact shift compared to the unsuppressed weapon, virtually eliminating the 
need to constantly re-zero the weapon. It’s combat ready right out of the box. 
 
Built for consistent performance and a long service life, every SureFire 
suppressor is proudly designed and manufactured in the USA.

FEATURES

5.56MM PRECISION MACHINED

PART# / UPC 

SUREFIRE FAST-ATTACH® SOUND SUPPRESSOR

COMBAT 
PROVEN

FAST-ATTACH® HIGH TEMP
ALLOY

SOCOM556-Mg

SOCOM556-MG

BODY COLORS

CALIBER 5.56 mm (.223 caliber)
CONSTRUCTION High-Temp Alloy & Stainless Steel

COATING lonbond and Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER 1.5 in (3.8 cm)

LENGTH 6.9 in (17.5 cm)

ADDED TO WEAPON* 4.4 in (11.1 cm)

WEIGHT 23 oz (652 g)

 *Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
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Shown: SOCOM556-MG-BK

¼ Beefed-up version of the US Special Operations Command suppressor 
 trial-winning SOCOM556-RC; the SOCOM556-MG features the finest 
 engineering and materials for unsurpassed performance and reliability

¼ Designed specifically for full-auto machine gun use, the SOCOM556-MG’s 
 thicker baffles increase reliability in the heat of combat 

¼ Durable high-temperature Inconel alloy/stainless-steel construction, 
 specifically designed and engineered for full-auto 5.56 mm rifles

¼ Cutting-edge internal venting reduces back pressure, cyclic rate and 
 gas blowback to significantly decrease operating temperatures

¼ Tremendous sound, flash and dust signature reduction; virtually non 
 existent first-round flash reduces user detection

¼ Tight tolerances and precision bore concentricity result in superior 
 accuracy; every SOCOM556-MG is test-fired to ensure minimal and 
 consistent shift in point of impact compared to an unsuppressed weapon

¼ Patented, tool-less Fast-Attach® design allows quick, easy attachment 
 and removal

¼ Innovative mounting adapters feature multiple bearing surfaces for tight 
 mating with suppressor

¼ All SureFire SOCOM rifle and carbine suppressors are test fired to ensure 
 no more than 1 MOA groups compared to that of the baseline 
 unsupressed rifle

¼ Sturdy construction; delivers long service life 

¼ Proudly designed and manufactured in the USA

SOCOM556-MG-BK 084871320009

SOCOM556-MG-DE 084871320016
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

KIT CONTENTS

TYPE 4C corrugated box

HEIGHT 3.25 in (8.6 cm)

WIDTH 10 in (30.5 cm)

DEPTH 3.25 in (8.6 cm)
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3-PRONG FLASH HIDERS
SF3P-556-1/2-28

SF3P-556-MK46

SF3P-556-M14x1 LH*

SF3P-556-AUG*

SF3P-556-G36C*

SF3P-556-M15x1*

SF3P-556-M24X1.5

* Minimum order quantity; lead times may vary

MUZZLE BRAKES
SFMB-556-1/2-28

SFMB-556-AUG

WARCOMP
WARCOMP-556-1/2-28

WARCOMP-556-M15X1

WARCOMP-556-MK46

WARCOMP-556-M14X1

WARCOMP-556-CTN-1/2-28

SUPPRESSOR POUCH & CLEANING BRUSH
Every SureFire SOCOM Series suppressor comes with a FirstSpear™ 

MOLLE pouch and cleaning brush.


